Dear Daniela,

With over 3,000 new students attending the autumn semester Orientation Day,
we're proud to welcome students to their new campus and will watch with keen
interest to see how they choose to pursue the unknown.

A return to normality brings a return to cutting-edge discovery and unparalleled

academic growth. From addressing a global food crisis by enabling resistance
of wheat to rust diseases, to discovering Israel's and indeed the world's earliest
evidence of opium use, the university is well and truly back to work.
Shabbat Shalom,

Cara G. Case
Chief Executive

Improving the Well-being of
Women with BRCA Gene,
Responsible for Breast
Cancer
Unique technique found by Tel
Aviv University researchers to
improve emotional well-being
of women with increased risk
of breast cancer, assist in
decision making.

Read more...

Israeli Biomed Named one
of 3 Top Startups in World
Matricelf, which is developing a
revolutionary solution for
spinal cord paralysis, placed
third in the 2022 Startup
World Cup. The company’s
core technology, developed in
Prof. Tal Dvir’s regenerative
biotechnology lab at Tel Aviv
University, is a 3D-printed
tissue implant made from the
patient’s own cells.
Read more...

Scientists Reconstruct Epic
Biblical Battles in
Groundbreaking New Study
Ancient ruins tell only a partial
story of the epic sieges and
conquests recounted in the
Torah, but scientists are using
new dating technology to piece
together historical events to see
how closely they resemble
those described in scripture.
Read more...

Nine-time Ophir Award nominee Karaoke is going to make it's UK debut at the
30th @RaindanceFilmFestival this October. With a biting social commentary
running through the film’s DNA, Moshe Rosenthal exposes the underbelly of
high-class life. You don't want to miss this dramedy for the soul - it's premiering
at Curzon Soho on 28 Oct at 6:30PM. Book your tickets now!

SCHOLARSHIP CAMPAIGN
Help ensure that at-risk students can continue to pursue their studies and make
an impact on the world. Our future depends on their future…Their future
depends on YOU!

Donate Now

Support Ethiopian
Students at TAU
Join us on a mission to break down
barriers by increasing access to

high-quality, university education for
Israelis of Ethiopian descent. Click
here to learn more

Donate Now

LEAVE A LEGACY
Be remembered as someone who
made a lasting difference by leaving
a gift in your will to the students and
researchers at Tel Aviv
University. Contact Avril
Fleishman for more details

Please support our efforts by sharing this email with your friends and family:
Facebook

Twitter
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